Abstract. Equipment faults often produce the abnormal sound; the acoustic imaging detection can test the equipment faults remotely and visually. In many applications, especially in safety related area, it can extern the monitor fields and improve detecting ability. The function of software design is to show the photo and sound imaging. In this paper, acoustic imaging software design method of equipment fault diagnostic is proposed. The difference in the time of arrival (TDOA) is used to identify the location of faults. And in a software demo, the two USB microphones and a microphone in PC are used to acquire the sound. The spectral photo and sound is mapped to locate the fault sources.
Introduction
The acoustic imaging displays the locations of the sound sources visually. The goal of imaging software design is to locate the sound source clearly in its image. But there are many factors influence the quality of the imaging: the topology of sensor placement, the performances of the test microphones, and so on. The acoustic imaging can be used as noise source identification and fault diagnostic tool, it has many advantages, for example, the signal processing method for vibration domain can easy applied to acoustic signals, and the acoustic measurement is noncontact test.
There are some researches in the field: Cabada and so on use the spectral kurtosis to locate impulsive sound sources, use beam forming array-based measurement technique [1] ; Coutable and so on use Near-field acoustic holography to detect bearing fault, and provides some maps of the spatial sound field [2] [3]; Blair and Jones study the rapid signal processing using underwater acoustic imaging, these technologies can be used to counter sea mines and identify objects [4] ; Blair also studies a specular reflector and "geometrical approximation" [5] ; Haisen LI studies an underwater acoustic optical integrated imaging system [6] , and so on.
The paper focuses on the software design in acoustic imaging, the rest of paper is arranged as follow: Section I introduce the sound acquirement; Section II presents the TDOA method; Section IV shows the imaging processing method.
Sound and Photo Acquiring
In this section, we acquire audio and video signal using Matlab. 1) Matlab uses the 'audio read' function to read the sound file, and uses the 'audio write' function to write the data to a wave file. For example:
[y,Fs] = audio read('*.wav'); Where y stands for a matrix of audio data, and Fs represents a sample rate. audio write('handel.wav',y,Fs) clear y Fs 2) Matlab uses 'imaqhwinfo' to get a structure that contains information about the image acquisition adaptors available on the system. An adaptor is the interface between Matlab and the image acquisition devices connected to the system. The adaptor's main purpose is to pass information between Matlab and an image acquisition device via its driver.
In normally situation, the hardware support package should be installed to support the camera installed in our computers. The imaqhwinfo should return the video massage. 
The TDOA Method
Using TDOA method, different microphones transmit with different distance should produce different delays and different received powers. These delay differences are used to compute the source location. This method uses geometric relationships of different microphones to determine the position of the sensor target, it calculates location from the differences of the arrival times measured on pairs of transmission paths between the target and fixed terminals.
The geometric relationships of three microphones are shown in Figure 2 . So in our demo, we use the function to solve this problem. …… syms x y delay2 delay3; [x,y,delay2,delay3]=solve('sqrt(x^2+y^2)-sqrt(x^2+(y-50)^2)=(33400*delay2/44100)', 'sqrt(x^2+y^2)-sqrt((x-50)^2+(y-50)^2)=(33400*delay3/44100)'); x=vpa(x,4); y=vpa(y,4); ……
The Sound Source Imaging Demo
In our demo, the three microphone acquire sound signal. The waveforms of these three microphone is shown in Figure 3 . Matlab uses 'image(C)' displays the data in array C as an image. So we locate the noise and replace the pixel of photo, and we obtain the sound source imaging, as is shown in Figure 4 . Here there should notice some properties of photo, for example, the XData and YData control the coordinate system of the image. For an m-by-n image, the default XData is [1 n] and the default YData is [1 m] . and the left column of the image has an x-coordinate of 1, the top row of the image has a y-coordinate of 1. and to filter a color image that is stored as an indexed image, first convert it to RGB format. To do this efficiently, use the ind2rgb function. When you apply the filter to the RGB image, the intensity values in the image are filtered, as is appropriate.
Conclusion
In our paper, the software design demo for acoustic imaging for equipment fault detection is presented. Especially, the hardware component and the process of acquiring audio and video signal, the TDOA method, and the imaging properties method are introduced in the paper.
